
Each of our face-to-face drives will be having a
Christmas Party over the coming days. Starting this

Friday with our Friday evening drive and then continuing
next week on Monday afternoon, Tuesday afternoon and
Wednesday evening. That's an awful of of partying!
There will be no table fee charged for the party drives

and food will be provided, also free. If you've not yet got
back into the habit of looking your opposition in the eye,
why not tear yourself away from the screen and see the
smiles on the faces of the people you play with?

S anta Claus has been looking at our face-to-face
travellers and been puzzling over some of the

contracts. Whilst some of the bidding may be
questionable, others are downright impossible! He has
suggested that we need to take more care in entering and
agreeing scores.
So, in future you will find that the tablet will check the

lead to ensure it is in the hand that made it! That should
cut down some of the more eccentric results and help alert
players to the fact that they are playing a different board.

The Trustees have decided to reintroduce our Tuesday
evening face-to-face drives. The first will be on

Tuesday 10 January at 7pm.
This is very much on a trial basis to see whether there is

enough demand. Ideally we would like to see it build up to
five full tables on a regular basis. So, if you want more
face-to-face bridge come along .. . and bring your friends
with you.
Our Tuesday afternoon drives will also continue, as will

our Tuesday evening drive on BBO.

I 'm afraid that our drive this Saturday will be our last.
My life is filling up with other things, and with no-one

else to direct them, Saturday evening bridge has had to go
to make room for them.
Thank you to all who have played with us.

David Dunford



We congratulate our five new directors who each
gave up four Saturdays to train and become EBU

qualified club directors. They are Shirley Ashtari,
Elizabeth Dunford, GerryMcCormack, Paul Wicks and
Dan Zimsek.
Please welcome them as they settle into directing at the

club.

At their recent meeting, the Trustees took the
opportunity to review whether a player could refer to

their crib sheet or system card when bidding or playing a
hand. (This is an option under Law 40B2b.) We follow the
EBU ruling that this is permitted for online drives.
However, we chose to vary this at our face-to-face drives.
At our Tuesday and Friday evening drives you can only

consult your system in-between boards.
On Monday and Tuesday afternoons, beginners may

consult their crib sheets but are asked to be considerate in
their use so that they do not hold up play for others.
On Wednesday evenings, at which everyone plays

simple ACOL only, players can not only use their crib
sheets but also ask for advice. The drives are aimed at
introducing beginners into regular club play.
However it was agreed that players could have a

reminder of the contract - for example by tilting a bidding
card in the box - at any of our drives.

Our competition for ladies' pairs - the Poyser Cup -
was won by Ann Adkin and Barbara Hatfield. Our competition for men's pairs - the Max Radford

Bowl - was won by Kevin Holden and Mick Parkes.

Over the past few years we have been the fortunate
recipients of quite a few bridge books. This has

resulted in quite a few duplicates which, in turn, has
overwhelmed our bookcases. In the runup to Christmas,
we will put out the duplicates for you to take and keep.

We always have a host - i.e. someone to guarantee you get a game if you turn
up without a partner - on Wednesday evenings. However, at other times we are
dependent on volunteers to act as hosts. Check the calendar on the web site to
see if it says Partner Available.




